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Home & Garden
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Do Tick Checks Often

ALL BRAND
VENTILATION

Keep cool in summer, stay warm in winter.
This Spring - $ Save Money $

Heat Pump Sales and Service
10 Year Warranty Available • Parts & Service
Blacklegged Tick as related to the size of a Dime coin. (Photo courtesy Centers for Disease Control and Prevention)
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How Ticks Find Their Hosts
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention
Ticks can't fly or jump.
Instead, they wait for a host,
resting on the tips of grasses
and shrubs in a position
known as "questing". While
questing, ticks hold onto
leaves and grass by their
lower legs. They hold their
upper pair of legs outstretched, waiting to climb
onto a passing host. When a
host brushes the spot where a
tick is waiting, it quickly
climbs aboard. It then finds a
suitable place to bite its host.
The tick feeding process
makes ticks very good at
transmitting infection:
Depending on the tick
species and its stage of life,
preparing to feed can take
from 10 minutes to 2 hours.
When the tick finds a feeding
spot, it grasps the skin and
cuts into the surface. The tick
then inserts its feeding tube.
Many species also secrete a
cement-like substance that
keeps them firmly attached
during the meal. The feeding
tube can have barbs which
help keep the tick in place.
Ticks also can secrete
small amounts of saliva with
anesthetic properties so that
the animal or person can't
feel that the tick has attached
itself. If the tick is in a sheltered spot, it can go unnoticed.
A blacklegged tick will
attach to its host and suck the
blood slowly for several days.
If the host animal has certain
bloodborne infections, such
as the Lyme disease agent, the
tick may ingest the pathogen
and become infected. If the
tick later feeds on a human,
that human can become
infected.

After feeding, the blacklegged tick drops off and prepares for the next life stage. At
its next feeding, it can then
transmit the infection to the
new host. Once infected, a
tick can transmit infection
throughout its life.
If you remove a tick quickly (within 24 hours) you can
greatly reduce your chances
of getting Lyme disease. It
takes some time for the Lyme
disease-causing bacteria to
move from the tick to the
host. The longer the tick is
attached, the greater the risk
of acquiring disease from it.

33 YEARS EXPERIENCE

HE-RO’S

Power Equipment
& Pump Shop

Now is the time for TUNE-UPS
• Rotar Tillers
WARRANTY SERVICE for:
• Mowers
Poulan,
• Trimmers
Poulan-Pro,
• Ride on Mowers
Weedeater,
• Brush Cutters
King,
Champion, and
• Blowers
Swisher
• Chainsaws
• Pruners
HOURS: Monday to Friday 8-5
• Sprayers & more... Saturday 8-12 noon, Sunday Closed

27 Main Street, Bible Hill, NS • 902-895-4376

Specializing in

Your One Time
Metal Roofing & Trim

We sell and deliver full roof packages.

We have different profiles and styles and more than
25 colours to choose from including all trim & accessories.

Downtown Truro’s Paint & Wallpaper Centre

• 902-895-4678 •
897 Prince Street, Truro

tomsconstructionns@gmail.com

